Recent developments in cardiac catheter technology promise to allow physicians to perform most cardiac interventions without stopping the heart or opening the chest. However, current cardiac devices, including newly developed catheter robots, are unable to accurately track and interact with the fast moving cardiac tissue without applying potentially damaging forces. This paper examines the challenges of implementing force control on a flexible robotic catheter. In particular, catheter friction and backlash must be compensated when controlling tissue interaction forces. Force controller designs are introduced and evaluated experimentally in a number of configurations. The controllers are based on the inner position loop force control approach where the position trajectory is adjusted to achieve a desired force on the target. Friction and backlash compensation improved force tracking up to 86% with residual RMS errors of 0.11 N while following a prerecorded cardiac tissue trajectory with accelerations of up to 3800 mm/s 2 . This performance provides sufficient accuracy to enable a wide range of beating heart surgical procedures.
I. Introduction
Innovations in cardiac catheter technology allow an increasing number of cardiac procedures to be performed without large incisions and while the heart is beating. These procedures include both electrophysiology (e.g. tissue ablation) and interventional cardiology (e.g. heart valve replacement) [1] . These advances, however, use catheters that are manually positioned at speeds well below beating heart tissue motion. This approach necessitates the use of complaint catheter tips or specialized end-of-catheter devices that avoid the need for dexterous interaction with the intracardiac tissue. In general, currently available catheter systems lack the speed and dexterity to safely interact with and repair fast moving cardiac tissue.
Cardiac catheters are long and thin flexible tubes that are inserted into the vascular system and passed into the heart. Current robotic cardiac catheters, such as the commercially available Artisan Control Catheter (Hansen Medical, Mountain View CA, USA) or CorPath Vascular Robotic System (Corindus Vascular Robotics, Natick MA, USA), permit a human operator to control the positioning of a catheter in the lateral direction and advance it through the vasculatures [2] - [4] . However, these systems do not provide sufficient speeds to compensate for the motion of the heart. Fast motion compensation is required for many beating heart procedures to enable dexterous interaction and prevent the catheter from colliding with the cardiac structures [5] .
In previous work, we demonstrated that fast cardiac motion compensation is possible with a robotic catheter [6] , [7] . The catheter system, shown in Fig. 1 , consists of a 3D ultrasound (3DUS) visual servoing system, a drive system, and the actuated catheter. The goal of the previous work was to identify the position servoing performance limitations in the catheter system and define methods to improve the system's motion tracking ability. The goal of the present work is to enable the catheter to apply a constant force on the moving tissue while performing a repair task on the beating heart. An example clinical application that requires force control is inserting surgical anchors for a mitral valve annuloplasty procedure [5] , [8] . To achieve this goal, force control methods designed specifically for actuated catheter systems are proposed and evaluated.
A. Force Control Characteristics
Robotic systems that have linearizable system models and slow relative motion with the environment can often achieve good performance with simple force control schemes based on force error feedback [9] . Robotic manipulators with significant nonlinear system dynamics, such as friction, backlash, or internal compliance, or devices that interact with fast-moving environments usually require more sophisticated control algorithms [10] - [12] . One example is the use of inner position control loops and outer force control loops to implement force control on industrial manipulators to address the friction in the joints and transmission systems [13] . Another example is the use of feedforward velocity and acceleration terms to maintain a force on fast moving cardiac structures with a rigid handheld actuated tool, as presented in our previous work [14] .
The force control task presented here is limited by the high friction and deadzone backlash characteristics of the robotic catheter system as well as the fast motion of the cardiac structures [6] , [14] . This paper proposes and evaluates conventional and novel control systems to enable the robotic catheter system to apply a constant force to moving target tissue. First, the catheter system and tip force sensor designs are presented in detail. Then the force control schemes are derived and evaluated on the catheter hardware with a motion simulator target. Finally, the results are analyzed to better understand which system parameters are crucial for ensuring accurate and stable force control.
II. System Design

A. Robotic Catheter System
The robotic catheter system is designed to interact with the outer annulus of the mitral valve, located between the left atrium and ventricle. The system design parameters were selected from human mitral valve physiology values [15] . The principal functional requirements are a single actuated linear degree of freedom with at least 20 mm of travel that can provide a maximum velocity and acceleration of at least 210 mm/s and 3800 mm/s 2 , respectively. These values have been shown to be sufficient to compensate for the human mitral annulus motion [15] . The system should also be able to apply a sufficient force to modify cardiac tissue, approximately 4 N.
The complete system is composed of three main modules: the drive system that actuates the catheter, the catheter module that is inserted through the vasculature into the heart, and the 3D ultrasound visual servoing system that tracks the tissue and commands the catheter to follow the motion (Fig. 1) . The drive system, shown in Fig. 2 , includes a linear voice coil actuator with 50.8 mm of travel and a peak force of 26.7 N (NCC20-18-02-1X, H2W Technologies Inc, Valencia CA, USA), a linear ball bearing slide (BX3-3, Tusk Direct, Inc., Bethel CT, USA), and a linear potentiometer position sensor (CLP13, P3 America Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). The catheter module (Fig. 3) is composed of a 70 cm long nylon sheath with a 2.70 mm inner diameter and an uncoated stainless steel coil guidewire with a 2.39 mm outer diameter. The unactuated catheter sheath can be manually flexed as required by the vascular geometry (bent, twisted, etc.) while the guidewire is servoed inside the sheath by the drive system. A more complete description of the catheter system is provided in [6] .
Custom C++ code is used to control the system and make measurements via a data acquisition card at 1 kHz. Commands to the linear actuator are amplified by a linear current amplifier (AMPAQ, Quanser Inc., Markham, Ontario, Canada). For clinical implementation, the target position will be tracked using a 3D ultrasound imaging system that streams 3D images of the interior of the heart at video frame rates (28-30 fps) [7] .
B. 3D Printed Force Sensor
The catheter tip force sensor was created with the design specifications of less than 5.5 mm outer diameter, less than 1 mm deflection under maximum load of 10 N, RMS errors less than 0.2 N, and good immunity to lateral forces. The package must accommodate an electromagnetic (EM) tracking sensor and allow for good integration with the robotic catheter. Fig. 4 presents the catheter force sensor design that achieves these specifications. The structure of the force sensor was fabricated using 3D printing (Objet Connex500 3D Printer, Objet Geometries Ltd, Billerica, MA, USA). Nitinol wire flexures (0.25 mm diameter) were selected and arranged in a perpendicular configuration (Fig. 4) . A fiber optic displacement sensor was selected to measure the displacement of the reflective surface supported by the flexures. The sensor operates by converting the displacement of the flexures into a force value using a nonlinear calibration [16] . One advantage of the fiber optic sensor is that it does not require current-carrying wires within the heart. An electromagnetic (EM) tracker was integrated into the catheter tip to provide position information (3D Guidance trakSTAR, Model 90 sensor, 0.9 mm diameter, Ascension Technology Corp. Burlington VT, USA). This EM tracker has a submillimeter spatial resolution but over 20 ms of latency that limit its use for accurate and stable close-looped control.
III. Control Method
The controller goal is to apply a desired force on a fast moving target with the robotic catheter system. A standard error-based force control law is (1) where F a is the actuator force, F d is the desired force, F e is the force applied to the environment, K f and K v are controller gains, and ẋ is the robot velocity [9] . However, this control approach will not work for the robotic catheter system because of the limitations identified in [6] , including backlash and friction in the catheter transmission system [12] , [17] . These limitations prevent the force regulator in (1) from correctly responding to the force tracking error in a stable manner because the internal dynamics of the catheter obstruct the controller action from being accurately transmitted to the catheter tip. For example, as the target changes directions, the backlash in the catheter prevents the forces applied by the catheter from immediately changing. Therefore, there is a larger force tracking error that produces an even larger response from the force regulator. This often results in instability or the system entering a limit cycle [17] .
To overcome these issues, we propose a method that uses the force error term to modulate the commanded position trajectory of the catheter. This approach is similar to the inner position loop force control approaches used to implement force control on high-friction industrial manipulators [13] . Fig. 5 presents a diagram of the catheter system experimental setup and the system model variables.
In this force control approach, the drive system is commanded to follow a desired position, x d , that is the sum of the position of the moving target, x e and the position offset required to maintain the desired force, x f (2) The force modulation term is (3) where K f and K fi are controller gains and K e is the approximate stiffness of the environment, which can be estimated from tissue property values in the literature or by an online estimation scheme. This control law is similar to the method presented by Villani et al in [10] . The drive system is commanded to follow the desired position trajectory with a standard PID controller running at 1 kHz. Fig. 6 presents a block diagram of this controller.
A. Compensation Methods
While the control method above improves stability over conventional force control due to the PID position controller, it does not alleviate the tracking errors caused by friction and backlash. These limitations require specific compensation methods, as implemented in [6] and indicated in the block diagram in Fig. 6 by dotted lines.
Friction compensation assumes a Coulombic friction model for the catheter and then feeds forward the friction force F fc, based on an observer that predicts the velocity [6] . The friction force is determined during operation through an estimation routine and is dominated by the catheter system design (materials, geometry) and sheath configuration (θ).
Backlash compensation adds an additional term to x d that adjusts the desired base position to overcome the deadzone (Fig. 6) . The amount of compensation, x dzc, is determined using a catheter-specific deadzone model presented in [6] (4) where D sh is the inner diameter of the sheath and D gw is the diameter of the guidewire. The compensation term x dzc is either added or subtracted from x d based on the direction of target motion and the position of the guidewire relative to the deadzone region.
In certain situations, the model-predicted deadzone width is increased to account for the deformation of the sheath and guidewire caused by large catheter friction [6] . In this study, x dzc was doubled for certain trials to account for the increased deadzone width caused by friction values of over 2 N.
IV. Experimental Evaluation
A. Evaluation Objectives
The force control methods proposed above were evaluated to determine how well the catheter can maintain a desired force against a fast moving target. Based on our previous studies of fast motion compensating with a catheter, the important experimental variables to examine are the catheter bend angle (θ) and the speed and trajectory of the target [6] .
B. Catheter Bend Angle Evaluation
The first set of experiments examined the performance of the force control schemes while interacting with a target following a 12 mm peak-to-peak, 1 Hz sinusoidal trajectory in three sheath bend configurations: 0°, 180°, and 360°. The friction, modeled as simple Coulombic friction, increases approximately linearly with bend angle [6] . The friction force F fc experienced by the catheter guidewire as it moves in the positive or negative directions can be expressed as (5) As shown in (4), the width of the backlash deadzone is also a function of the bend angle and can be accurately predicted with the deadzone width model first presented in [6] .
To evaluate the performance of the proposed force control methods, the system was tested with three controller configurations: (1) the force-modulated position controller in eqn. (3), (2) the controller with an added friction compensation term, and (3) the controller with both friction and deadzone compensation terms. The force-modulation gains, K f and K fi , were tuned for best stable performance in the first case and kept constant for all of the experiments. Fig. 7 presents a comparison of the controller performance applying a constant force (1 N) against the moving target with the catheter in a 360° bend configuration. The target was covered with a compliant foam with a stiffness of approximately 0.25 N/mm to simulate cardiac tissue.
The results in Fig. 7 demonstrate that both friction and deadzone compensation greatly improve the force tracking. Significant tracking errors can be seen when the target changes direction in both Fig. 7b and Fig. 7c . These errors are because the controllers in these plots do not compensate for the deadzone region behavior. Experimentally, this behavior appears as if the tip of the catheter is delayed in responding to the changes in the target trajectory. Deadzone compensation, demonstrated in Fig. 7d , also significantly improves the tracking by adjusting the desired position to remove the backlash effects of the deadzone. Friction compensation improves tracking by cancelling the friction resistance in the sheath, as seen in the improvement in performance between figures 7b and 7c. Fig. 8 summarizes the performance results of the three force controllers for each of the three catheter configurations. The average performance of each the controllers, presented in Fig.  8a as the RMS deviation from the desired force, shows that the compensation terms significantly improve the catheter system's force tracking ability. For example, the RMS error for the 360° bend configuration decreases by over 45% when friction compensated was added and by almost 86% when both friction and deadzone compensated were added.
The maximum deviations from the desired force are expressed as the peak-to-peak value, which is the difference between the maximum and minimum tip force value during each experiment. These deviations are often greatest during the changes in the target's direction of motion (Fig. 7) . This data, presented in Fig. 8b , clearly indicates that the compensation methods reduce the deviations from the desired force. For example, friction and backlash compensation decreased the peak-to-peak variations in the 360° bend configuration by almost 60%.
It should be noted that for the 0° catheter bend configuration, the deadzone compensation does not alter the RMS or peak-to-peak values because the catheter system has no deadzone according to the backlash model in eqn. (4).
C. Target Frequency Evaluation
The effect of the frequency of the sinusoidal target was also investigated in this study. The target frequency was varied from 0.1 -1.6 Hz, approximately the range of heart rates encountered during clinical procedures. The catheter was constrained in a 180° bend configuration and the control system was commanded to maintain a desired force of 1 N with and without friction and deadzone compensation.
The results of these experiments are summarized in Fig. 9 . The RMS error for both controllers was approximately constant across the frequency range, with the compensated controller performing roughly 75% better than the uncompensated controller for all of the frequencies. The peak-to-peak error increased as a function of the frequency. This trend is because, as the frequency increases, the speed at which the catheter must travel through the deadzone to maintain the desired force also increases.
D. Mitral Valve Trajectory Evaluation
The ultimate goal of the actuated catheter system is to perform surgical repair inside the heart, such as mitral valve annuloplasty [7] . To simulate a mitral valve trajectory, the typical motion of a human mitral annulus was extracted from a series of 3D ultrasound volumes [15] . This trajectory was then used to create a cam mechanism motion simulator. This target follows a more extreme trajectory than the previous experiments, with frequency components as high as 15 Hz and a quick jump of 15 mm in less than 100 ms (Fig. 10a) .
The catheter system was commanded to follow the mitral valve simulator while maintaining a desired force of 1 N. Initially, only modest improvements were seen when the compensation terms were added because the controller did not respond quickly enough to the rapid changes in the target trajectory. This tracking error results partly because the reduced position controller gains to maintain force stability and the saturation limits of the actuator.
To improve the trajectory tracking performance, a predictive autoregressive filter was used to estimate the desired catheter acceleration based on observations of previous cardiac motion cycles, as used in several previous robotic beating heart motion compensation systems [18] - [20] . This acceleration estimate was then added to the control law as a feedforward term. This modification allows for the catheter tip to start accelerating at the beginning of the larger jumps in the mitral valve trajectory before large errors develop. In our previous work on ultrasound-guided position-controlled robotic catheter systems, we employed an extended Kalman filter to remove the delays in the 3DUS visual servoing system [5] , [7] . This filter can be used to provide the feedfoward acceleration information in vivo to improve the force tracking controller. Fig. 10 shows the catheter tip force while tracking the simulated mitral valve motion target with and without compensation and the feedforward acceleration term. The tip force RMS error for the system with only force-modulated position control was over 0.26 N. The RMS error for the controller with compensation and feedforward acceleration was 0.11 N, an improvement of about 55%.
V. Discussion
This work elucidates a number of important points that enable effective catheter force control. The first lesson is that the internal performance limitations of the catheter system prevent successful use of simple force controllers. The results show that the catheter performance limitations of friction and backlash need to be compensated for to ensure successful force tracking with the catheter. This finding is especially true as the catheter sheath bend angles increases, thus increasing the size of the deadzone and the amount of friction. These two limitations can only be compensated in the position control domain because they are dependent on the catheter's position and velocity, which is one of the main reasons for using the force-modulated position controller.
The second lesson from this work is that the portion of the target trajectory that creates the largest deviation from the desired force occurs when the target changes direction. This trend is because the catheter system does not respond instantaneously to the changes in position and force level that occur as the target changes direction. To the authors' knowledge, this work is the first attempt to control the forces applied by a compliant manipulator with dominant internal friction and backlash on a fast moving target, and the combination of the compensation controller and feedforward acceleration is a novel force control approach.
VI. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper describes a new control method for maintaining a desired force against a fast moving target with a compliant catheter. Friction and deadzone backlash limit the performance of the robotic catheter system. To achieve good force tracking, a forcemodulated position controller with friction and deadzone compensation was proposed to overcome the catheter system limitations. These additions reduced the force tracking RMS error by as much as 86%. The system was also evaluated on a mitral valve motion simulator. Because of the mitral valve's rapid trajectory, the feedforward acceleration was also used to ensure the catheter tracked the jumps in the trajectory. This strategy reduced the RMS error by 55%.
Future work on this project will involve in vivo experiments to show the catheter system's ability to safely interact with moving cardiac tissue using 3DUS guidance and determine the required force tracking performance. We hope to demonstrate example procedures that require the catheter to maintain a constant force or follow a specific force trajectory on the moving cardiac tissue. The tip force sensor will also be used to improve the surgical outcome by providing the clinician with haptic information about the tissue interactions during a surgical procedure. The robotic system servos the catheter inside the heart with a control system that utilizes 3DUS information and force feedback. The surgeon then manipulates the catheter to perform the repair. The robot drive system located at the base of the catheter. Catheter configuration parameters. The bend angle, θ, was varied to evaluate the force control methods. Diagram, solid model, and photograph of the 3D printed force sensor at the tip of the catheter stem. The actuated catheter system experimental setup. (a) Force tracking RMS error and (b) force tracking peak-to-peak error against a 1 Hz sinusoidal target as a function of bend angle for the three force control methods. (a) Force tracking RMS error and (b) peak-to-peak error while tracking a sinusoidal trajectory as a function of the target frequency. (a) The mitral valve motion simulator trajectory, (b) the catheter tip force produced with the force-modulated position controller and (c) the controller with friction and deadzone compensation and feedforward acceleration.
